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3 Global Mega Trends
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 Business models - Technology combined with extreme markets drive new business models. These models are created from market conditions such as customer demand for very low price points, poor infrastructure, or hard-to-access suppliers.  In hyper growth or recessionary times, technology often drives new buying patterns for goods, lower barriers to entry for markets, or leap frogs over an entire generation of business models. For Ex: ‘As-a-service’ models are driving new ways to purchase and consume commodities; Emerging countries have leapfrogged land based communications for mobile computing, and at the same time, laid down the base for electronic financial transactions Fundamental shifts in technology – Mobile, cloud and ubiquitous computing will fundamentally shift the expectations and role of IT in the enterprise. Each type of computing brings new ways to deliver services to enterprises and their customers and citizens.  The coming decade could see two trillion devices being connected to the internet.  Add this to the approximately 5B people who will be also be connected to the internet and this type of connectivity will build new industries that deliver real-time, immediate services. Changing Workforce - Social media, consumerization of IT, and changing demographics are fundamentally changing how work gets done in enterprises. Social media facilitates instant connections to ideas and collaboration within and outside the enterprise. It can quickly provide feedback and involve the customer in the evolution of the product or service. In 2005, mankind created 150 exabytes of digital data. In 2010, it will have created 8 times more. Without technology to serve this information up in consumable chunks, the ability for humans to absorb this information is unsustainable.Net Gen & Gen-X employees into the workforce brings a new way of looking at problems. This generation is used to looking at technology as merely a service delivery platform. As they replace the baby boomers, who will retire en masse over the next 15 years, they will be promoted more rapidly than their predecessors and fundamentally change how the enterprise works.
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HP C loud Vision and Strategy

Vision
• To seamlessly deliver context-aware,  secure services to businesses 

and consumers via  a  hybrid delivery model sourced across 
traditional,  private and public cloud offerings

Strategy
• Provide technologies and professional services to build private,  

public and hybrid clouds optimized for applications and services
• Manage,  secure and govern service delivery across cloud and 

traditional IT service models
• Deliver trusted HP and partner cloud services
• Empower partners and customers through an HP cloud ecosystem
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HP’s Point of View:Because all workloads are not created equally, today’s world requires Hybrid delivery models sourced across traditional, private and public cloud offerings. Only HP can provide the solutions required by  enterprises, developers and consumers to deliver this world. HP’s strategy is to provide our customers and partners with the most comprehensive set of solution (technology, services and expertise) to build their cloud environment and to deliver the services to their end users seamlessly and securely, as well as to secure and manage the environment over the entire lifecycle.  For customers who prefer to consume external cloud services or need to tap into externally available cloud services, in additional to their own, HP will deliver HP and partner cloud services directly to the customers via HP’s or 3rd-party partner cloud environment.Finally, HP thrives to create a cloud ecosystem for partners and customers to provide value-added services. 
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IT becomes the builder and broker of services
Strategic Role of IT C hanging

BUILD on-premises 
cloud services

C O N SUME
off-premises 
services securely

TRAN SFO RM legacy 
infrastructure and 
applications and 
processes

MAN AG E AN D 
SEC URE across 
legacy applications 
and cloud assets
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Key PointsIT is now in the middle of the universe as both a builder and a broker and needs to:Build your own internal private cloudsConsume services from the public cloudManage across all these servicesTransform your infrastructure and applications to take advantage of Cloud
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Right service delivered at right time based on business need
Hybrid Delivery Enables Transformation

HP

AUTOMATE
Self service delivery to users 

ORCHESTRATE AND SECURE
Hybrid services based on policies

BROKER
Service resources across private, 
public, traditional IT

DELIVER
Consumable cloud services from 
internal and external sources
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Key PointsWith the Hybrid-Delivery Cloud you can:Automate cloud services and deliver them in a self-service fashion.  Orchestrate and manage those services from one common policy framework.  Broker the right service at the right time with the right resource.That's what we believe only HP can provide.
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HP:  C omplete Solutions for Hybrid Delivery

MAN AG E AN D SEC URE
C loud and existing IT services

Flexible,  secure  
cloud services for 
a ll businesses

Turnkey private and 
public clouds with 
full cloud service 
automation

C onsulting services to plan,  
design,  and implement cloud

Seamless heterogeneous management,  security and governance 
of services across traditional,  public,  and private cloud

C O N SUME
Flexible  
cloud 
services

BUILD
C loud Solutions 
for Private & 
Public C louds

TRAN SFO RM
Infrastructure and applications for the C loud

Burst
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Key PointsHP provides solutions in four key areas.  First, we have enterprise-class services that you can “consume”. Second, our “build” solution that helps you build a turnkey private cloud so that you can bring all your business users together and they can share one common private cloud environment. Third, we provide management and security solutions that allow you to manage services across traditional, private and public cloud, bring them together in one security policy framework, and make all those services available in one centralized portal/Fourth, we have a complete portfolio of cloud consulting services.These solutions comprise the most complete set of offerings available to help you move to the cloud at your speed.
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Hybrid Delivery Framework

SELF-SERVIC E USER

– Infrastructure
– Platform

– Applications
– Industry

Services Catalog

BROKER

Orchestrate

BRIDGE BRIDGE

PRIVATE 
CLOUD

VIRTUAL PRIVATE 
AND INDUSTRY 

CLOUDS

PUBLIC 
CLOUDS

SECURE
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Key PointsGetting to the right cloud mix is a journeyThe right answer will be different for every organizationYou need to plan ahead to be able to integrate all of these services seamlessly into your organization without disruption to the business
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C loudSystem
The most complete,  open,  integrated system to build and manage clouds

CLOUDSYSTEM

SELF-SERVICE USER

– Infrastructure
– Platform

– Applications
– Industry

Services Catalog

BROKER

Orchestrate

BRIDGE BRIDGE

PRIVATE 
CLOUD

VIRTUAL PRIVATE 
AND INDUSTRY 

CLOUDS

PUBLIC 
CLOUDS

SECURE

BUILD

Single services view across 
private, public and hybrid cloud

Multi-hypervisor, multi-OS, 
heterogeneous infrastructure

Intelligent automation and lifecycle 
management application-to-infrastructure

Scalability with built-in bursting

Built on Cloud Service Automation 
& Converged Infrastructure
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HP is the one vendor able—today—to deliver a comprehensive, integrated cloud solution on a singleplatform, with all the attributes so prized by CIOs, service providers, and IT professionals. That solution is HP CloudSystem.Based on proven, market-leading HP Cloud Service Automation and HP Converged Infrastructure,HP CloudSystem combines servers, storage, networking, and security with automatedsystem and hybrid service delivery management. The result is a complete cloud solution that’s prepared to fulfill the promise of “cloud driven” services and revenue for enterprises and service providers alike.HP CloudSystem is the product of HP’s experience in delivering industry-leading automation, application management, and Converged Infrastructure capabilities. It enables clients to build, manage, and consume cloud services across private clouds, public clouds, and traditional IT environments—without having to know, or care, whether those services come from HP CloudSystem’s own “on-premises” resources or from the public domain.Ultimately, the CloudSystem equates to ability for the enterprise and revenue growth for service providers.
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W hy HP
C O MPLETE PO RTFO LIO
• Public,  Private,  and Hybrid C louds serving enterprises,  developers,  and consumers
• Integrated,  industry-leading solution portfolio of products,  services and processes.

O PEN  & HETERO G EN EO US
• Support heterogeneous environment 
• O pen Source based approach  
• N o vendor lock-in

G LO BAL REAC H AN D EXPERTISE
• # 1 Infrastructure and management platform,  

Powering the world’s biggest clouds
• # 1 position in consumer printer markets
• # 1 in application quality,  security and lifecycle management 
• Leader in mission critica l infrastructure and application services for global enterprises 

and governments
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How is HP unique? And Why you should trust HP?First of all, HP offers the most comprehensive portfolio for cloud computing, from public cloud, to public cloud to hybrid environment serving customers in various segments.  Our solution is integrated together so you can use them out-the-box and you don’t need to figure out how they work together.Secondly, HP’s approach is Open and support heterogeneous environment.  Unlike many of our competitors, HP supports 3rd party offerings in storage, networking and servers.  HP solution also supports multiple OS, VMs and technology stack.  Our public cloud offering is powered by HP Converged Infrastructure, HP Software and OpenStack.  There is absolutely no vendor lock-in with HP.Finally, HP does business in over 170 countries with millions of customers worldwide.  We have an unmatched global reach and expertise to help you adopt the cloud and transform your business to the next level.
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HP Leadership
Powering the world’s biggest clouds,  deploying hundreds of private clouds

3  most popular
social media properties in the U.S.

4  out of 5
of the world’s largest search engines

8  out of 10
of the world’s most trafficked websites
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HP’s cloud leadership is the result of a long, deliberate journey. While others have been talking about the promise of cloud, we have been executing on the vision. While others have been borrowing IP from various vendors, we have been integrating our IP into comprehensive cloud solutions.�Our value proposition encompasses HP innovation, partnerships with leading companies in the cloud and application space, a vast partner ecosystem, and end-to-end solution offerings. Whether you’re in enterprise IT or a service provider environment, you can bet on HP. We’re the one team with the products, ecosystem, and solutions to make customers and the cloud industry thrive.Today we have scores of customers across web, search, service providers, and social media that have implemented production clouds based on HP Converged Infrastructure.  We power:8 out of 10 of the world’s most trafficked web sites4 out of 5 of the world’s largest search enginesThe 3 most popular social media properties in the U.S.This slide shows some of our public references. We have hundreds of additional customers that have partnered with HP for delivery of their cloud strategies. We have issued 15,000 private cloud licenses.
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seamless,  secure,  context-aware experiences
for an Instant-On connected world

EVERYBODY ON

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At HP, our vision is to provide seamless, secure, context-aware experiences for a increasingly Instant-On connected world. We call it “Everybody On.”Today we added new capabilities to our portfolio to create seamless, secure, context-aware experiences for an Instant-On connected world.
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